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The β -amyloid peptide sequence, LVFFA, inspired the investigation of the fiber formation potential of the RFFFR peptide. The
self-assembly was studied in silico by coarse grained-, atomistic molecular dynamics simulations and semi-empirical quantum
mechanical calculations. The fiber formation was found to occur according to a three step process starting with the emergence
of small aggregates that join together and form fiber segments that eventually form one continuous fiber. From a series of
simulations the critical fiber concentration was determined to be in the interval between 70 mM and 100 mM. To obtain more
structural information of the stable fiber, the final coarse grained configuration was backtransformed to atomistic detail. Based
on this structure a 10 ns atomistic simulation was performed, which suggests that fiber is stabilized by hydrogen bonds and water
mediated hydrogen bonds. These stabilizing bonds are, however, reduced by competitive protein-water hydrogen bonds. Hence,
π-stacking is suspected to play a larger role in fiber stabilization. The π-stacking of intermolecular Phe residues are found to
favor a T-shaped stacking mode, while intramolecular π-stacking interactions assume a broad variety of modes from the parallel
displaced to the T-shaped stacking mode and modes in between, with equal probability. Selected snapshots from the atomistic
simulation was geometry optimized by semi-empirical quantum mechanical methods to validate the fiber stability and π-stacking
configuration. An average Cα-RMSD was determined to 2.68 Å. These findings indicate that the fiber may be used as novel
model system for the study of amyloid fibers or self-assembled conductive biowires, respectively.

1 Introduction

Self-assembled protein nanostructures have attracted much in-
terest due to their involvement in more than 20 degenera-
tive diseases such as Alzheimers, Parkinsons and Prion dis-
eases.1,2 However, recent research has also been devoted to its
applications such as nanomaterial engineering, nanolithogra-
phy, regenerative medicine, biosensors, and drug delivery.3–6

Typically these model peptides originate from larger nat-
ural occurring peptides or proteins. One such example is
the peptide LVFFA, derived from the β -amyloid peptide
which then plays a crucial role in Alzheimers disease.7 The
LVFFA peptide was later modified towards the analogous
diphenylalanine (FF). This peptide has been extensively stud-
ied and is known to self-assemble into a large variety of struc-
tures ranging from nanotubes8, nanowires9, films9,10, vertical
aligned wires10 and sponge-like structures10 depending on pH
conditions.11 Recently, the related peptide triphenylalanine
(FFF) was investigated which forms plate-like structures with
lengths of several micrometers.12 Furthermore, FFF forms
nanospheres without any void space when the N-terminus is
protected by a t-butyloxycarbonyl (t-Boc) group.4

Even though the FF and FFF peptides are derived from the
core recognition motif of the Alzheimer’s β -amyloid peptide
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it is still debated whether they share any structural properties
with the amyloid fibrils.8,12,13

The self-assembly process is difficult to study experimen-
tally, thus computational methods are an attractive approach to
study self-assembly processes.14 The self-assembly process
typically occurs on a timescale, which is outside the obtain-
able timescales for atomistic molecular dynamics (MD) and
monte carlo simulations as well. In these cases coarse grained
(CG) force fields represent an appealing alternative as the total
amount of atoms, in general, is reduced by one third, allow-
ing much larger systems and timescales to be simulated. The
MARTINI CG force field15 is amongst the most popular and
versatile force fields. A number of complex molecules has
been simulated, such as lipids15, sterols16, DNA17, sugars18,
polymers19, nanoparticles20, proteins21–23 and different sol-
vents15,21,24 as well.

The MARTINI CG force field15 has some limitations
compared to atomistic force fields. The structure of large
biomolecules is not reproduced accurately over time in the
standard version of the MARTINI force field15. Furthermore,
the secondary structure has been fixed during the course of
the simulation which significantly restricts the phenomena that
can be studied. Additionally, the CG simulations yield less
structural information than similar atomistic simulations as
some atoms are not explicitly included. The latter limitation
is circumvented in some CG models by using multiscaling,
where parts of the simulation are in atomistic detail while the
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rest is represented by a CG model.25 Another option is to
translate the final CG structure into the equivalent atomistic
structure and continue the simulation for a short period. Both
options have been implemented in the MARTINI model15, but
it has been of limited use so far, due to the comprehensive
workload required. However, a recent algorithm has made the
implementation of the back-translation function more readily
accessible.26

The present study investigates, for the first time, the ef-
fects of modifying the FFF peptide to the amino acid sequence
RFFFR. The motivation for the modification is to direct the
self-assembly process towards nano-fibers, which may better
resemble amyloid fibrils than the FF or FFF structures. The
arginine residues are intended to restrict the interaction of Phe
residues in one direction only.

2 Methods

The MARTINI CG force field15 used in the present study,
joins in general four heavy atoms into one CG spheres/bead.
Each bead is assigned the united properties of the enclosed
atoms, substantially reducing the amount of interactions to be
calculated. In this model, the protein backbone is represented
by a single bead while the individual amino acid side chains
are represented by one or more beads, depending on the amino
acid. Non-bonded interactions in the MARTINI force field are
parameterized from experimental data such as the partitioning
free energies between amino acid side chains and the oil/water
interface. The bonded interactions in the MARTINI force field
are determined from the distribution of bond lengths, angles
and dihedral angles derived from protein structures from the
Protein Data Bank and comparison with atomistic force fields.

The initial self-assembly is simulated with the MARTINI
force field15 succeeded by a distance restrained MARTINI
simulation. This final structure is back-transformed into an
atomistic structure. Starting from this structure a 20 ns
atomistic simulation is performed with the OPLS-aa force
field27–29. From the atomistic simulation, structural informa-
tion of the peptide and the π-stacking interaction of phenylala-
nine (Phe) residues have been extracted. Furthermore, a series
of CG simulations are performed to determine the minimum
peptide concentration necessary to form a single stable nano-
fiber.

All simulations were performed with GROMACS v.4.630.
The initial RFFFR structure was created and geometry op-
timized for an extended strand structure within YASARA31

The resulting structure was converted to a MARTINI CG pep-
tide (Fig. 1) using the martinize.py v.2.4 script. The initial
MD configuration was constructed by adding 27 CG peptides
at random positions in a box with dimensions 12nm x 5nm
x 5 nm (x,y,z). Water was then added at any sterically al-
lowed position, amounting to 2149 MARTINI polarized water

Fig. 1 Atomistic structure of the peptide (RFFFR), created in
YASARA (blue) and the corresponding MARTINI structure. In The
MARTINI model amino acid backbones are represented by one bead
(white), while side chains of arginine and phenylalanine have two
and three bead, respectively (gray).

molecules. After each modification, a steepest decent mini-
mization with 10.000 steps was used to minimize the potential
energy of the system.

Using time steps of 20 fs, an isotropic simulation of 200 ns
was performed with the MARTINI force field v.2.2P15. The
final configuration was used in a 100 ns continued distance re-
strained CG simulation where the Phe residues were locked in
a trans-configuration, due to a observed very slow equilibra-
tion of the cis-trans configuration. The initial velocities were
adopted from the last frame of the 200 ns long CG simulation.

The final CG structure from the distance restrained simu-
lation was converted to an atomistic structure using the Back-
ward script26. Water was removed in order to center the fiber
in the simulation box, after which 8517 SPC water molecules,
108 chloride ions and 54 sodium ions were added to ensure
system charge neutrality. Then an energy minimization was
performed with a steepest decent minimization with 100.000
steps. This was followed by a 100 ps long semi-isotropic sim-
ulation with the OPLS-aa force field27–29 to equilibrate the
system. The resulting structure was used in a 10 ns long
isotropic simulation performed with the OPLS-aa force field
with time steps of 1 fs.

The initial velocities of the first CG and atomistic simu-
lations were assigned a Maxwell distribution at 323 K and
300 K, respectively. During the CG simulations the temper-
ature and pressure were kept constant at 323 K and 1.013 bar
with the v-rescale32 and berendsen33 algorithm, respectively.
The elevated temperature was adopted in order to prevent the
system from getting trapped in a local conformational energy
minima during the self-assembly. The atomistic simulation
was kept at 300 K and 1.013 bar with the Nose-Hoover34
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(a) Snapshots from the initial CG simulation

(b) Snapshots from the distance restraint CG simulation (c) Snapshots from the atomistic simulation

Fig. 2 Water molecules and CG side chains are made transparent for simplicity sakes. (a) Snapshots from the initial 200 ns CG simulation
where the self-assembly of the nano-fiber occurs. (b) Snapshots from the continued distance restraint 100 ns CG simulation where the
cis-configuration of the peptide is prevented. (c) Snapshots from the 10 ns atomistic simulation.

and Parrinello-Rahman35 algorithm, respectively. This close
to room temperature was adopted as the elevated temperature
was no longer needed. In both the CG and atomistic simula-
tions periodic boundary conditions (PBC) were applied in all
directions and electrostatic interactions were calculated by the
particle mesh ewald36 (PME) algorithm with a real space cut-
off at 1.5 nm in the CG simulations and 1 nm in the atomistic
simulation.

Selected snapshots from the all atom simulation were
geometry optimized by semi-empirical quantum mechani-
cal (SQM) calculations using the MOPAC37 package. The
MOPAC package37 developed by Stewart was used as the im-
plemented module MOZYME37 allows for the calculation of
more than 1000 atoms, which is the approximate limit of stan-
dard SQM calculations. However, MOZYME37 utilizes a lo-
calized molecular orbital method that allows for processing
a system of 15,000 atoms in a very fast timescale compared
to other solutions. The newest MOPAC version allows for
the use of the new PM738 method which is additionally well
known for its very high accuracy that borders DFT-D calcula-
tions.38–40

The OPLS-aa snapshots that was geometry optimized with
PM738 was as follows (starting from the beginning of the
OPLS-aa simulation): 2500 ps, 3750 ps, 5000 ps, 5625 ps,
6250 ps, 6875 ps, 7500 ps, 8125 ps, 8750 ps, 9375 ps and
10,000 ps. Explicit solvent from the MD snapshots were re-
moved and solvent effects were accounted for by the COSMO
implicit water model41 with a dielectric constant of 78.4. The
geometry optimization convergence criterion was set to a max-
imum gradient of 10.0 kcal/mol/Å, after which a second cal-
culation was performed with a convergence criterion of 5.0

kcal/mol/Å. Finally a single SCF calculation was performed
to correct any error in heat of formation.

As PBC are not possible to implement with the SQM ap-
proach, on larger systems with many charges, a second simu-
lation series was performed. This series was performed in the
same way as described above, but with frozen alpha carbon
atoms of the arginine residues in the peptides constituting the
ends of the fiber, enforcing the fiber to remain in a stretched
configuration. This series will be denoted the restricted PM7
calculations henceforth. As a reference a 10 ns all atom MD
simulation was performed containing only four peptides in a
large simulation box. Hence PBC were not important during
this simulation and subsequent PM7 calculations yielded rela-
tively low RMSD values.

Additionally, a series of CG simulations with varying pep-
tide concentrations were performed to determine the minimum
concentration at which peptides assembled into stable fibers.
These simulations were all carried out with the same parame-
ters as the non-distance restrained CG simulation. To improve
validity of the results, more simulations were performed with
concentrations close to the critical fiber concentration. The
simulations had different initial velocities in order to cover a
wider conformational space. Furthermore, the critical fiber
concentration was confirmed in another MD simulation series
where a stable fiber was inserted into a simulation box cor-
responding to the concentrations above and below the critical
fiber concentration. In this way it was possible to study fiber
stability or disassembly.

Simulation time of CG and atomistic simulations do not
scale 1:1 and a direct translation is often difficult. The MAR-
TINI time compared to atomistic time is in general scaled by
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a factor of 416,42, but several other factors have been reported
earlier43,44. For this reason actual simulation rather than ef-
fective time has been used throughout this paper.

3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Peptide Self-Assembly

Snapshots of the CG self-assembly simulation at different
time intervals are shown in Fig. 2a. Initially all peptides
are randomly distributed in the simulation box. After 10 ns
three small fiber segments with significant defects have been
formed. 100 ns later, these smaller fibers self-assemble into
one fiber with defects at the fiber ends. After 200 ns a contin-
uous fiber has been formed that spans the entire PBC. The pep-
tides in the fiber from the initial CG simulation were mainly
found to have an antiparallel configuration where Phe-2 is lo-
cated in proximity to Phe-1 and Phe-3 of a neighboring peptide
(Fig. 3a). However, some peptides adopt a cis-configuration
for a short period of time during the initial CG simulation.
Compared to atomistic simulations of the fiber, the amount
of cis-configurations is found to be relatively high (data not
shown).

For this reason the final configuration of the 200 ns long
CG simulation was used as initial configuration for a 100 ns
long distance restraint CG simulation (Fig. 2b) where the pep-
tide cis-configuration was excluded. This resulted in a nearly
defect free fiber where almost all peptides were oriented an-
tiparallel.

To regain atomistic details, the final configuration of the
100 ns long distance restraint CG simulation was converted to
an atomistic configuration and continued for 10 ns (Fig. 2c).
During the simulation, the Phe residues assume distinct ori-
entation modes at the expense of backbone-backbone angle
distribution which becomes more disperse.

3.2 The Phenylalanine Cis-Configuration

The existence of cis-configurations in non Proline containing
proteins is rather scarce.45 However, a statistical investiga-
tion of the protein data bank reveal that the majority of cis-
configured residues in non Proline containing proteins are in-
volved in an interaction with an aromatic residue.46 Hence we
expect some Phe residues to assume a cis-configuration during
the MD simulation.

Initially a high level of cis-peptide configurations is ob-
served (Fig. 4). However, the amount of cis-configurations
is reduced during the initial CG simulations, indicating that
cis-configurations are important for the formation of the small
initial segments while larger fibers are more stable without the
cis-peptide configuration.

Another indication hereof is that the continuos fiber from
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Fig. 4 Number of Phe residues in a cis-configuration as a function
of time over the three simulations; Initial CG simulation (black), CG
simulation with distance restraints (blue) and atomistic simulation
(red). For clarity a zoom in on the atomistic simulation is depicted
in the insert.

the distance restrained CG simulation remains stable without
the cis-peptide configuration (Fig. 4), hence they are not cru-
cial for the stability of the fiber in the MARTINI model15.
Furthermore, it is evident from the self-assembly, that the
sum of the attractive intermolecular forces amounts to a larger
force than the long range electrostatic repulsive forces of the
peptides N-termini with a charge of +2. Hence it is likely that
the attractive forces are also sufficiently strong to induce the
cis-configuration in naturally occurring fibers.

Indications hereof are observed in the atomistic simulation
where some peptides resume a cis-peptide configuration. This
may be the result of the disperse backbone-backbone angle
distribution as it causes some intermolecular Phe side chains
to move apart and it becomes energetically favorable to inter-
act with another Phe side chain in close proximity in the oppo-
site direction (Fig. 3b). Hence the cis-configuration increases
the stability of the fiber, but the net stability is presumably
reduced by the increased disperse backbone-backbone angle
distribution found during the atomistic simulation.

3.3 Structural Clusters

During the atomistic simulation a number of peptides adopt
similar molecular structures. These structures were grouped
together in clusters based on the single linkage method47. Ac-
cording to this method a structure belongs to a certain cluster
if its RMSD compared to any other molecule in the cluster is
smaller than a certain cut-off value. The center structures of
the clusters found during the atomistic simulation using a cut-
off of 0.5 Å are shown in Fig. 5. Furthermore, the occurrence
and number of conformers belonging to each cluster is also
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Cis-configuration
Phe
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(a) Snapshot from the initial CG simulation

Phe-2

Phe-1/3

Phe-2

Phe-1/3 Phe-2

Phe-1/3

Cis-configuration
Phe

Fiber direction

(b) Snapshot from the final atomistic simulation

Fig. 3 Water molecules are removed in both snapshots while Phe-1 and Phe-3 residues has been highlighted in red and Phe-2 residues in
orange. Hydrogen and oxygen atoms are removed in the atomistic snapshot. (a) Close-up snapshot from the initial CG simulation that
illustrates the fiber configuration of three representative peptides in the CG simulations. It is apparent that peptides interact in an antiparallel
mode as Phe-2 interact with Phe-1 and Phe-3 residues of other peptides. (b) Close-up snapshot from the atomistic simulation illustrating a
peptide with a Phe residue in a cis-configuration. It is apparent that the backbone of the peptide with the cis-configurated Phe residue is not
aligned with the residual peptides. Hence the cis-Phe residue is forced to assume a cis-configuration as it is too far away to interact with any
other Phe residues.

Fig. 5 Overview of the center structure of the nine clusters found
during the atomistic simulation. The total occurrence and number of
conformers in each cluster are also listed.

listed in Fig. 5. Structural information of Arg residues were
not included in the analysis as they had a high degree of con-
formational freedom.

Based on a Newman projection 27 main clusters should be
present. However due to the influence of neighboring pep-
tides in the fiber, a degeneracy of the peptide configuration

is found, leading to the representation of only nine clusters
in the stable fiber (Fig. 5). These correspond to 95.4 % of
the structures any given peptide adopts during the simulation.
The remaining structures are special structures such as the cis-
configuration or short lived structures that peptides adopt for
less than 50 ps during the simulation. It is noteworthy that nine
major clusters were identified which implies a rather strict
conformational flexibility of the single peptides in the fiber.
Furthermore, very few different conformers participate in the
clusters. On average a single conformer participates in 1.7
different clusters, indicating that few cluster transitions occur.
The two largest clusters, cluster 3 and 4, constitute together
21 different peptides, hence most peptides adopt a structure
belonging to one of these clusters during the simulation.

It should be mentioned that cluster 4 is different from the
other clusters, as the Phe-3 residues assumed different orien-
tations. These structures were considered as one single clus-
ter as they had a large distance between the Phe-1 and Phe-3
residues in common, rendering π-stacking interactions negli-
gible and hence had larger Phe side chain orientation fluctua-
tions.

3.4 Secondary Structure

Usually secondary structure changes of large proteins require
very long atomistic simulations in order to be reliable.48,49 For
peptides, shorter time scales are sufficient to simulate the fold-
ing of a disordered structure into a near native structure.50,51

During the present atomistic simulation the secondary
structure did not change significantly (Fig. 6). It was found
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Fig. 6 The peRcentage random coil (black), beta-strand (blues) and
alpha-helix (red) secondary structure the peptides assume during the
atomistic simulation as a function of time.

that 80 % of the residues have random coil, 20 % beta-strand
and occasionally assumed an alpha-helix like configuration.
Compared to another atomistic simulation of initially pre-
assembled FF and FFF structures, a beta-strand content of be-
low half of what was determined in the current study, was re-
ported.12 However, experimental studies indicate that nanos-
tructures self-assembled from the FF or FFF peptide consist
of a high degree beta-sheet.8,12 Presumably this deviation is
due to the limited simulation time and number of peptides in
the simulation systems. It is likely that the same applies to the
present study and a much higher amount of beta-strand con-
tent would be observed experimentally for the RFFFR peptide
structures.

3.5 Hydrophobic Effects and H-bonds

The hydrophobic effect is a major driving force for association
of apolar substances in aqueous solutions.52 It can be enthalpy
or entropy driven due to the exclusion of water molecules from
the apolar surfaces.53 As RFFFR consists of a hydrophilic
shell and a hydrophobic core, peptide association is expected
as a result of the hydrophobic effect. From the solvent acces-
sible surface area (SASA) of the Phe residues as a function
of time (Fig. 7a) it is apparent that it decreases drastically
during the self-assembly and remains quite stable after equi-
librium has been reached. This indicates that hydrophobic ef-
fects contributes to the self-assembly. A similar tendency and
conclusion was reached in a MARTINI simulation study of the
FFF peptide.54

The stabilizing influence of hydrogen bonds in the result-
ing fibers has been studied by converting the CG system to
atomistic details and performing a10 ns MD simulation with
the OPLS-aa force field. To validate the obtained results,

semi-empirical quantum mechanical calculations with PM7
(section 3.7) were compared to the OPLS-aa force field re-
sults. These simulations resulted in on an average 3.3 hydro-
gen bonds formed per peptide between two peptides (Fig. 7b).
This is approximately 1.3× more hydrogen bonds than what
was reported for FF.55 Which leads to the conclusion that
RFFFR fibers might be stabilized more by hydrogen bonds
than FF structures. FF peptides form simple head (NH+

3 ) to
tail (COO−) hydrogen bonds while RFFFR form a relative
elaborate network (Fig. 7b). A similar complex network was
observed in another all atom simulation of FFF.12 Concerning
RFFFR, only 0.6 head to tail hydrogen bonds per peptide are
formed while approximately 1 hydrogen bond is formed be-
tween Phe main chain to Phe main chain and Arg side chain
to Arg main chain, respectively.

Being an amphiphile, RFFFR has more contact with wa-
ter molecules than FF which forms more compact sheltered
structures. For this reason a high amount of hydrogen bonds
are also formed to water molecules (Fig. 7c). On aver-
age 16.4 hydrogen bonds per peptide are formed to water
molecules, where hydrogen bonds to Arg main chain and side
chain constitute by far the largest part. These bonds weaken
the peptide-peptide hydrogen bonds as water competes for the
hydrogen bond interaction. Furthermore, it is generally be-
lieved that supramolecular structures cannot be formed in wa-
ter solely based on hydrogen bonds, on account of competi-
tive hydrogen bond with water.56 However, hydrophobic re-
gions avert, to some extend, this competition and allows for
the self-assembly based on hydrophobic effects and hydrogen
bonds.57,58 The Phe residues in RFFFR may induce such a
compartmentalization as indicated by the relative low water
hydrogen bond competition of Phe residues (Fig. 7c). This
also explains why far less peptide-water hydrogen bonds (0.5
per peptide) are observed in FF simulations, due to the lac of
hydrophilic residues.

However, in depth analysis of the peptide-water hydro-
gen bonds, reveal that a large amount of these compose of
peptide-water-peptide hydrogen bonds (Fig. 7d). These wa-
ter mediated hydrogen bonds actually add to the stability of
the fiber.59 Each peptide forms 4.1 water mediated hydro-
gen bonds whereof 2.6, 0.9 and 0.6 water mediated hydro-
gen bonds are between Arg main chain, Arg side chain and
Phe main chain, respectively. Hence Arg residues do not con-
tribute significantly to the stability through peptide-peptide
hydrogen bonds, but in return stabilizes the fiber through wa-
ter mediated hydrogen bonds.

Compared to the PM7 geometry optimized structures, the
total amount of peptide-peptide hydrogen bonds are consis-
tently low (Fig. 7b). In addition to the underestimation of
the hydrogen bond strength of empirical force fields29, this
might imply that the OPLS-aa force field does not accurately
account for hydrogen bonds. However, this is not expected to
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Fig. 7 Overview of the hydrophobic effect as a function of time and hydrogen bonds as a function of time. A hydrogen bond is counted if the
doner-acceptor distance is less than 0.35 nm and the hydrogen-donor-acceptor angle is greater than 150◦. Where ArgM is Arg main chain;
PheM is Phe main chain; ArgS is Arg side chain; PheS Phe side chain.

alter the obtained supramolecular fiber structures significantly,
as indicated by the RMSD values obtained from the PM7 cal-
culations (see section 3.7). Hence this deviation is expected
to only increase the stability of the self-assembly compared to
what is observed with the OPLS-aa force field.

3.6 Phe-Phe π-Stacking

Hydrogen bonds are important to stability, but π-stacking
might be even more important. These interactions are be-
lieved to play an important role in a wide range of phenomena
including the stereo-chemistry of organic reactions60, protein
folding61,62, protein self-assembly55,63 and DNA and RNA
base-pairing64. High level quantum mechanical calculations

indicate that π-stacking energies are comparable to hydrogen
bonds.65 Since, more π-stacking interactions are observed
than hydrogen bonds in the RFFFR fiber, π-stacking is ex-
pected to be the dominating stabilizing force in the resulting
fiber assembly.

Standard empirical force fields, such as GROMOS,
AMBER, CHARMM and OPLS-aa, account for π-stacking
effects by modeling partial charges and the Lennard-Jones
12-6 potential function.66 These force fields are rather limited
by being completely devoid of any electronic structure, hence
any charges are assigned to the nuclear center. Furthermore,
since atomic charge is not an observable it is difficult to
assign partial charges, but the force fields are parameterized
to fit experimental or quantum mechanical calculated data.
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Fig. 8 Intermolecular Phe-Phe plane angles versus centroid distance
(Rcen) of the atomistic simulation. Data from the first nanosecond is
not included.

A recent benchmark of different force fields found that
the OPLS-aa force field was amongst the most accurate
force fields to account for non-bonded interactions such as
π-stacking interactions.29 Despite of the underestimated
hydrogen bonds the OPLS-aa force field exceeded even
DFT calculations.29 Since no partial charges are used in
aromatic amino acid residues in the MARTINI force field15

no intermolecular Phe-Phe stacking mode is dominant during
the present CG simulations.

It has been suggested that a small partial charge (<±0.153),
assigned to the C and H atoms belonging to Phe benzene
rings, favors the parallel displaced (PD) stacking mode, while
a high partial charge (>±0.3) favors the T-shaped stacking
mode.67 The OPLS-aa force field applies a small partial
charge (±0.115), but the PD stacking mode was not found
to be the preferred stacking mode during the simulation.
Our findings conform with the majority of experimental and
computational studies indicating that the T-shaped mode is
more stable than the PD mode in proteins.68 However, we
also observe a more complex stacking behavior concerning
the interplay between intra- and intermolecular π-stacking
interactions. This may well be related to findings from a
statistical investigation of the protein data bank that shows
that over 80 % of the aromatic residues in the surveyed
proteins interact with more than one π-π pair, rendering an
exact stacking model difficult to formulate.69

The intermolecular Phe-Phe plane angles from neighboring
Phe residues versus centroid distance (Rcen) is illustrated in
Fig. 8. Two maxima are found at Phe-Phe plane angles of
87◦ and 100◦ and Phe-Phe separations of 5.5 Å and 10 Å, re-
spectively. Thus the T-shaped mode (60-120◦) is dominant, a
hybrid mode (30-60◦ and 120-150◦) in between the T-shaped
and PD mode is common while the frequency of the PD mode

(0-30◦ and 150-180◦) is low. However, it is noteworthy that
the Phe-Phe plane angles of the individual Phe pairs tend to
remain stable during the atomistic simulation.

From Fig. 8 it is apparent that the Rcen may be as small
as 4 Å in the PD stacking mode, while the Rcen between two
Phe benzene rings in a T-shaped stacking mode may only
come as close as 4.5 Å. This phenomenon is observed in other
simulation studies of Phe stacking as well and is attributed to
sterical hindrance.55,62

In the 6.8 Å<Rcen<8.7 Å range, the Phe-Phe plane angles
are restricted to the T-shaped mode in the angle interval
of 72-113◦. Hence Phe ring pairs moving apart or closer
need to adopt a T-shaped mode through this saddle point.
The π-stacking interaction cut-off value of 7.5 Å, generally
applied, is based on a statistical study of 505 non-homologous
proteins from the protein data bank.62 This cut-off value co-
incides with the saddle point found in the Phe-Phe interaction
angle distribution plot (Fig. 8). The peptides with a Phe-Phe
plane angle maximum of 100◦ and a separation distance of
10 Å shown in Fig. 8, preferentially adopt a perpendicular
orientation towards each other. The maximum found at a
separation distance of 4-5 Å, suggests a similar intermolecular
π-stacking behavior of the RFFFR peptide compared to the
FF and FFF peptide, as they too preferably assume T-shaped
stacking modes.12,13,54,55

PM7 geometry optimized structures conform with these re-
sults and only minor differences were observed in population
distribution over the angle interval (see section 3.7). A very
similar saddle point and the same maximum were obtained
(Fig. 2S). A minor difference between minimum Rcen was
discovered but this may be attributed the absence of PBC.
It was also observed that the propensity for Phe residues to
assume a T-shape stacking mode is slightly overestimated in
the OPLS-aa force field compared to PM7 calculations.

Concerning intramolecular π-stacking interactions it is
found that the Rcen between Phe-1/Phe-3 and Phe-2 internally
in the peptides are larger than the cut-off length, rendering
these interactions negligible (Fig. 9a). Hence the two distinct
modes found in the angle distribution analysis are a conse-
quence of the energetically favorable peptide configurations
previously discussed. However, it is noteworthy that no direct
transitions between the two modes are observed, indicating
that a large energy barrier exists between these two different
peptide configurations.

The intramolecular Phe-Phe angle distribution of Phe-1 and
Phe-3 residues is found to slightly favor the PD π-stacking
mode, but a quite even distribution across all three regions
(0-30◦, 30-60◦ and 60-90◦) is found (Fig. 9b) which is
coherent with the cluster analysis (Fig. 5). This indicates
that the Phe side chains have a sufficient high flexibility to
enable them to assume an intermolecular T-shaped stacking
mode. Whereas intramolecular Phe residues do not favor
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(a) Intramolecular Phe-Phe benzene angles between Phe-2 and
Phe-1 or Phe-3 residues only versus centroid distance (Rcen) of the
atomistic simulation.

(b) Intramolecular Phe-Phe benzene angles between Phe-1 and
Phe-3 residues only versus centroid distance (Rcen) of the atomistic
simulation.

Fig. 9 Intramolecular Phe-Phe benzene angle distributions from the
atomistic simulation. Data from the first nanosecond is not included.

any specific stacking mode in RFFFR, the T-shaped mode
is dominant both inter- and intramolecular in FF and FFF
peptide structures.12,13,54,55 This difference arises from the
design of RFFFR, as Phe residues may only interact in one
direction, rendering it geometrically impossible that both
inter- and intramolecular Phe residues stack in the T-shaped
mode. Furthermore, the intermolecular Phe residues are able
to move closer than intramolecular Phe residues (evident from
Fig. 8 compared to Fig. 9b). Hence π-stacking interactions
are stronger for inter- than intramolecular Phe residues, which
may explain why intramolecular Phe residues adjust their
stacking mode in such a way that the intermolecular Phe
residues are able to stack in a T-shaped mode.

Within the limitations imposed to the simulations and
static fixation of parameters relevant to the interactions, it is
shown that intramolecular Phe-Phe stacking orientation do
not contribute the stability of the fiber. Had the opposite been
the case, the fiber may not have remained stable during the
final atomistic simulation or the PM7 geometry optimization.
However, a somewhat over exaggerated, due to the miss-
ing PBC, average Cα RMSD value of 2.68 Å was found,
indicating that the two models produce relative comparable
results (see section 3.7). Reference simulations where PBC
were unimportant, resulted in an average Cα RMSD value of
1.31 Å indicating the high accuracy of the OPLS-aa force field.

3.7 Semi-Empirical Quantum Mechanical Calculations

Root Mean Square Deviation of the Different Calculations
Since no PBC were implemented during the PM7 calculations
a large structural difference was expected compared to the
MD simulation snapshots calculated with the OPLS-aa force
field. The PM7 calculations mimic a free fiber with a finite
length in solution, while the OPLS-aa simulations mimic
a continues infinite fiber in solution. As indicated by the
RMSD values (Fig. 10a), the RMSD values were found to
fluctuate a lot. This fluctuate is related to the contraption
and expansion of the fiber with finite length calculated by
PM7, while the continues fiber remain rather the same length
during the MD simulation. This effect was circumvented in
the restricted PM7 calculations and yielded much more stable
and in general much lower RMSD values (Fig. 10b).

As a reference, four peptides in the fiber from the OPLS-aa
simulation were cut out and inserted into a large simulation
box (10 nm x 10 nm x 10 nm) after which the box was
filled with water. This configuration was energy minimized
and served as starting point in a 10 ns long MD simulation
performed with the OPLS-aa force field using the same pa-
rameters as the OPLS-aa simulations described in the paper.
This small fiber segment would never interact significantly
with its periodic mirror counterpart due to the large simulation
box. PM7 calculations were performed on selected snapshot
of this simulation. This resulted in low RMSD values between
the OPLS-aa snapshots and the PM7 geometry optimized
snapshots (Fig. 10c).

Comparing the RMSD values of the simulation series (Fig.
10) it is apparent that the PM7 calculations deviate a lot
from the OPLS-aa calculation. However, the restricted PM7
calculations yield some low RMSD values, indicating that
the large values of the PM7 calculations is likely to originate
form the missing PBC. Hence the Phe-Phe configuration data
from the PM7 calculations apply to another situation than
the one in the OPLS-aa MD simulation. The restricted PM7
calculations have an average RMSD (Protein-H) value of 3.35
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Fig. 11 Intermolecular Phe-Phe plane angle distributions versus centroid distance (Rcen) determined from PM7, restricted PM7 and OPLS-aa
calculations of selected snapshots from a 10 ns long MD simulations performed with the OPLS-aa force field. π-π stacking with a Rcen above
7.5 Å is negligible, hence maximums above this distance yields information of the peptide configurations rather than π-π stacking.

Å compared to the OPLS-aa calculations. As the average
RMSD (Protein-H) value of the reference simulation with
four peptides is 1.96 Å, the restricted PM7 calculations are
acceptable considering the imposed imitation of PBC.

The average Ca RMSD values of the PM7, restricted PM7
and small four peptide PM7 calculations are 5.99 Å, 2.68 Å
and 1.31 Å, respectively. A CHARMM simulation study70 of
eight different proteins showed average RMSD (Ca) values
(compared to the crystal structure) in the range of 1.06 Å -

3.58 Å. The same eight proteins had average RMSD (Ca)
values ranging from 3.16 - 4.15 Å when the MARTINI force
field was used.71 Reports of RMSD values from other studies
using different all-atom force fields (AMBER, CHARMM,
GROMOS, OPLS-aa) range from 0.94 - 4 Å.72,73 Considering
this the obtained OPLS-aa results are in very good agreement
with the restricted PM7 calculations.

Interestingly, the Phe residues obtain the lowest RMSD
values of all the analyzed groups (Fig. 10). Only the Ca
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Fig. 12 Intramolecular Phe-Phe plane angle distributions versus centroid distance (Rcen) determined from PM7, restricted PM7 and OPLS-aa
calculations of selected snapshots from a 10 ns long MD simulations performed with the OPLS-aa force field. π-π stacking with a Rcen above
7.5 Å is negligible, hence maximums above this distance yields information of the peptide configurations rather than π-π stacking.

group from the calculations of the small simulation consisting
of four peptides obtain a lower RMSD than the Phe residues
groups. Hence the OPLS-aa Phe configurations are in very
good agreement with the configurations obtained by PM7.
The RMSD values of the Ca atoms are only marginal higher
than the RMSD values for Phe residues, which means that
the secondary structure is not expected to be significant
different. In all simulation series, arginine residues yield the
highest RMSD value, which is not surprisingly as this group

is the most flexible group. It could also be an indication of a
discrepancy between the two water models used, as implicit
solvent was used in the PM7 calculations while explicit
solvent was used in the OPLS-aa calculations.

Intermolecular Phe-Phe Plane Angle distribution
It is noteworthy that the intermolecular Phe-Phe plane angle
distributions in Fig. 11, was calculated based on all Phe-Phe
interactions within 1.4 nm. Hence the results are not directly
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(a) RMSD values of OPLS-aa snapshots compared to the
PM7 geometry optimized snapshots.

(b) RMSD values of OPLS-aa snapshots compared to the
restricted PM7 geometry optimized snapshots.

(c) RMSD values of OPLS-aa snapshots, from a simulation
with four peptides in a big simulation box, compared to the
comparable PM7 geometry optimized snapshots.

Fig. 10 Overview of the RMSD values of the OPLS-aa snapshots
compared to the PM7 geometry optimized counterpart.

comparable to Fig. 8, where only the Phe-Phe interactions of
neighbor peptides were included in the analysis.

From Fig. 11, it is apparent that Phe residues preferably
stack in the T-shaped mode in both PM7 calculation series
and the OPLS-aa calculations. Furthermore, all calculations
result in a saddle-point at approximately 7 Å that is close to
the before mentioned limit (7.5 Å) where Phe-Phe stacking
is pertinent. Hence both methods are equally accurate in
determining the cut-off value, even when simulated under
different situations. The small discrepancy between the
experimental value and the simulated might be explained
by the fact that 7.5 Å was determined from an investigation
of the protein data bank.62 Hence the analysis was based
on intramolecular interactions rather than intermolecular
interactions, which is the case in this study.

Overall the surface-shapes are very comparable with
only few discrepancies. In the Rcen area where Phe-Phe
stacking is pertinent (Rcen < 7.5 Å), it is apparent that the
Phe side-chains may approach each other more in both PM7
calculation series than in the OPLS-aa calculations. From the
PM7 calculations the closest observed Rcen was 3.41 Å, in the
restricted PM7 calculations the smallest observed Rcen was
3.58 Å, while it was 3.97 Å during the OPLS-aa calculations.
A similar tendency is observed for Phe residues that stack
in a T-shape mode, though they in general are further apart
by a small measure, due to steric hindrance (Fig. 11). It is
likely that this difference is related to the absence of PBC
in the PM7 calculations, however it does not explain the
discrepancy between the restricted PM7 calculations and the
OPLS-aa calculations. Hence a minor inconsistency might be
introduced by the OPLS-aa force field compared to the PM7
method.

In the range 0 Å < Rcen < 7.0 Å of the Phe-Phe plane
angle distribution, a more narrow distinct local maximum is
observed for both PM7 calculation series compared to the
OPLS-aa calculations (Fig. 11). However, a larger population
of Phe-Phe residues are found to be in a T-shaped stacking
mode in the OPLS-aa calculations (Table 1). Though the
restrictive angle range of the T-shaped mode in the PM7
calculations seems rather imposed, Table 1 might imply that
the propensity for Phe residues to stack in a T-shaped mode
might be slightly exaggerated in the OPLS-aa force field.

Above the Rcen where Phe-Phe stacking is pertinent,
the Phe-Phe plane angle distribution populate a slightly
broader angle range in the PM7 calculations compared to
the restricted PM7 calculations and even more so, compared
to the OPLS-aa calculations (Table 2). This may be related
to the absence of PBC in the PM7 calculations or an effect
from the potential energy surface related to the specific force
fields. However, the models conform rather well, which is
an indication of the similarity in the peptide configurations
rather than a similar π stacking configuration.
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Table 1 Overview of the peRcentage population of three stacking
modes, parallel, semi-parallel and T-shaped found from the
calculation series performed with PM7, restricted PM7 and
OPLS-aa of the selected snapshots. The population it only
determined for intermolecular Phe pairs with a Rcen less than 7 Å.

0 Å < Rcen < 7.0 Å PM7 Restricted PM7 OPLS-aa
Parallel stacking mode 18.1 % 18.6 % 20.1 %
Hybrid stacking mode 33.7 % 35.4 % 20.4 %
T-shaped stacking mode 48.2 % 46.0 % 59.5 %

Table 2 Overview of the peRcentage population of three stacking
modes, parallel, semi-parallel and T-shaped found from the
calculation series performed with PM7, restricted PM7 and
OPLS-aa of the selected snapshots. The population it only
determined for intermolecular Phe pairs with a Rcen greater than 7 Å
and less than 14 Å.

7 Å < Rcen < 14.0 Å PM7 Restricted PM7 OPLS-aa
Parallel stacking mode 14.6 % 13.3 % 14.0 %
Hybrid stacking mode 37.7 % 37.5 % 34.6 %
T-shaped stacking mode 47.7 % 49.2 % 51.4 %

Intramolecular Phe-Phe Plane Angle Distribution
The intramolecular Phe-Phe plane angle distributions in Fig.
12 were calculated by the same method as Fig. 9. Hence
the results are directly comparable, but for simplicity and to
ensure that the observed PM7 results are not a consequence of
selecting specific snapshots, the analysis was also conducted
on the same OPLS-aa snapshots.

As was the case with the thorough investigation in Fig. 9,
the amount of Phe-Phe interaction in the range where π-π
stacking is pertinent is very low compared to the amount of
interactions above this range. The data set in Fig. 12 is too
low to obtain a detailed overview of the Phe-Phe plane angle
distribution in the range within 0-7.5 Å. However, some minor
peaks appear all over the angle range (0-90◦), indicating the
no preferable stacking mode exists in the Rcen range of 0 -
7.5 Å. In all calculations the minor peaks are centered on
approximately 6 Å.

Above the Rcen where π-π stacking is pertinent the Phe
residues preferably stack in a T-shaped mode with a Rcen
of approximately 9 Å in all calculations. However, in Fig.
9 a larger population of Phe pairs were found to stack in a
parallel mode with a separation of 11 Å. This configuration
is eliminated during PM7 global geometry optimization,
while it appears in both the restricted PM7 and OPLS-aa
calculation series. As was the case in Fig. 9, this mode is very
restricted to a Phe-Phe separation of 11 Å in the restricted
PM7 and OPLS-aa calculation with very little Rcen flexibility
and few transition possibilities. Due to the absence of this

configuration in the PM7 calculation series, it is likely that the
configuration is linked to a stretched fiber. This seems likely,
as Phe residues in a peptide in a stretched fiber would need
to spread wider (a larger intermolecular Phe pair separation
would render the interactions negligible). Furthermore, it
is know from Fig. 9 that this configuration originates from
Phe-2 in relation to Phe-1 and Phe-3 and not from Phe-1 in
relation to Phe-3. Hence the Phe residues in the configuration
point in opposite directions and would yield a wider peptide.

Opposed to the analysis in Fig. 9, no favored stacking
mode is observed at a Rcen of 11 Å. It is possible that this is
due to the limited data-set. Or it could be a random conse-
quence of the selected snapshots missing this configuration.
However, it is noteworthy that an extra major local maximum
is observed in the restricted PM7 calculation series with an
Phe-Phe plane angle of 22◦ and a Rcen of 9 Å. This maximum
was not observed in any other analysis. The origin of this
mode is unknown but it is possible that it is the missing
maximum at 20◦ and a Rcen of 11 Å from Fig. 9a, that has
shifted due to the allowance of the Phe-Phe pairs to move
closer. However the mode is very distinct and seems very
restrictive indicating a very fixed peptide configuration.

3.8 Critical Fiber Concentration

The critical fiber concentration of RFFFR was determined
from a series of self-assembly MD simulations. Starting
with randomly positioned peptides a number of simulations
with the same amount of peptides, but at different concentra-
tions, were performed to monitor if fibers or smaller segments
thereof were formed. Several, factors such as pH, temperature
and simulation system size also influences the critical fiber
concentration, which was not investigated in the present study.

An overview of the performed simulations is given in Table
3. The simulations with peptide concentrations of 120 mM
and 170 mM resulted in continuous fibers rapidly.

At a peptide concentration of 100 mM, the peptides assem-
bled into fiber segments and in some cases a single fiber with
disconnected ends was formed. As it might have been a mat-
ter of time before these fibers assembled into one continuous
fiber, the simulations were extended to 1 µs, after which con-
tinuous fibers assembled in 2 out of 7 simulations. The ex-
tended timescale and the low ratio of simulations where fibers
assembled, indicates that 100 mM is close to the critical fiber
concentration.

The simulations with peptide concentration of 70 mM and
20 mM did not form single or continues fibers, not even on a 1
µs timescale. Instead the peptides assembled into many small
fiber or micelle like structures, indicating that these are below
the critical fiber concentration. Hence it is likely that under
these simulation conditions the critical fiber concentration of
RFFFR is between 70 mM and 100 mM.
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Table 3 Overview of simulations performed to investigate at which
peptide concentrations fibers self-assemble from initial randomly
positioned peptides. All simulations contain the same amount of
peptides.

Concentration (mM) Fibers/Simulations Durations (ns)
170 1/1 200
120 1/1 200
100 2/7 1000
70 0/5 1000
20 0/1 200

To verify the results an additional series of simulations was
performed where the single continuous fiber from the simula-
tion of the peptide concentration 120 mM was inserted into a
larger simulation box yielding a peptide concentration of 100
mM and 70 mM. An overview of these simulations is illus-
trated in Table 4.

It is apparent that the fiber remains stable in all simulations
at 100 mM peptide concentration but disassembles in all sim-
ulations at 70 mM peptide concentration. Hence these results
are coherent with the conclusion from the self-assembly sim-
ulation series and the critical fiber concentration is found to be
in between 70 mM and 100 mM.

Table 4 Overview of simulations performed where the single
continues fiber from the simulation with 120 mM were inserted into
bigger simulation boxes in order to verify that the the critical fiber
concentration is between 70 mM and 100 mM.

Concentration (mM) Fiber Remained Stable Durations (ns)
100 5/5 200
70 0/5 200

4 Conclusions

The RFFFR peptide was designed to form nano-fibers and
the self-assembly potential has been investigated through a
combination of CG-, atomistic MD simulations and semi-
empirical quantum mechanical calculations. Arg residues
were designed to restrict the interactions of Phe-Phe in one
direction and ensure solubility. Thereby the self-assembly of
the peptide preferred fiber formation over random aggregation
as has been reported for FF and FFF peptides.4,9–12

Above a critical fiber concentration determined to be in the
interval of 70 mM - 100 mM, the peptides assemble into fibers
according to a three-step process. Initially randomly dispersed
peptides aggregate into small clusters, as these grow larger,
they assume small fiber segment structures. These small fibers
grow into one large fiber spanning the PBC.

Hydrophobic effects might play an important role in the

self-assembly and the final fiber is found to be stabilized by a
large amount of intermolecular and water mediated hydrogen
bonds. However, the amount is rather underestimated com-
pared to semi-empirical quantum mechanical calculations, in-
dicating that hydrogen bonds might play an even larger role.

π-stacking interactions between Phe residues are also
found to be important for the self-assembly process. Inter-
molecular Phe residues favorably stack in a distinct T-shaped
mode, while intramolecular Phe residues, within the range
where π-stacking is pertinent, are found to stack in no dis-
tinct mode. Semi-empirical quantum mechanical calculations
verified these results with only minor differences between the
OPLS-aa and PM7 calculations. Among the most signifi-
cant deviations were a slightly increased propensity for Phe
residues to assume T-shaped stacking modes.

As π-stacking has been proven to promote amyloid forma-
tion and is believed to be the most important factor, the RFFFR
peptide has proven to be a novel suitable model system for
investigation of the formation, stability and disassembly of
amyloids as well.74–77 Furthermore, the structure formed by
RFFFR has unique properties that can be exploited in other ap-
plications such as biological nanowires with conductive prop-
erties facilitated through charge transport between overlap-
ping delocalized aromatic π-orbitals as well.
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